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Ever took a peak into a restaurant kitchen? Yes? No? Well, if you havenâ€™t then it is high time that you
did. And why not? It would offer you a wonderful and an extremely interesting sight. You would see
your chefs in action and see how fast and furious the whole kitchen atmosphere in the restaurant is!

There would be steaming dishes everywhere. You would love to see the beautiful vegetables being
sliced and chopped for the dishes to be prepared. The colorful vegetables, fruits and other food
items stacked everywhere to fill the space and the air of the kitchen. The kitchen space in a
restaurant breathes of aromas of raw, semi-cooked and cooked food materials making the whole
atmosphere lively and exotic.

There are chefs, sub-chefs and interns working non-stop at a neck-break speed to churn out the
orders as the guests place their demands at the restaurant. The beautiful and fresh vegetables for
salads, for curries and other cuisines are being cut and chopped at the countertop surfaces
decorated with metal laminates.

The action in a restaurant kitchen is very coordinated and very fast. There are some cooks that are
behind the scene stirring and actually cooking the dishes standing near the stove and huge cook-
wares. On the other hand, there are the chefs who prepare the raw materials standing beside the
laminates countertops for the food thatâ€™s actually going to be cooked by the chefs.

The grated, chopped and sliced food items are passed onto another person who finally cooks the
recipe thatâ€™s graciously served on the finest of china for the guests at the restaurant. The kitchen
looks a brilliant space full of activity and buzz around. Not only this, a restaurant kitchen also has
special corners to stock and store the food raw materials. Also, there is a space for the chefs to chill
and relax too in-between the dishes etc.

Desserts and drinks are prepared in a separate corner. The equipment used to make desserts and
drinks are stacked in different corners in a restaurant kitchen. Separate preparation areas in the
same kitchen help in better organization and in better space utilization. Also, there are free
countertops made of laminate sheets to ensure optimum cooking and preparation space that chefs
use to plate the dishes and garnish them creatively!

A restaurant kitchen looks amazing and is a brilliant space to visit at least once. As customers,
looking at the high-action kitchen seeing the professional chefs tossing, toppling and making food
especially for us would make for a very unique experiment!
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